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A Retrospective Commentary on “Discounting in the Hotel Industry: A New Approach”

The article by Hanks, Cross, and Noland (reprinted on the following pages) remains an excellent and timely work. Although ten years have passed since the article was published, I am struck by how compelling a case the authors made for rational pricing and also by how long it has taken the hotel industry to adopt rational-pricing techniques. The authors describe a typical haggling reservation request in which customers who insist on lower rates typically receive them. Unfortunately, up until a few years ago, this top-down pricing approach was still the norm. Only in the past few years have chains other than Marriott started to adopt some of the ideas presented in this article. The basis for this assertion is discussed in the box on the next page.

The authors make the point that segmenting customers solely on their knowledge of playing the system may lead to short-term revenue gains but result in long-term revenue loss as customer dissatisfaction increases. They advocated having a logical reason for different rates and described Marriott’s experience with advance-purchase, non-refundable room rates. The airline-style non-refundable room rates described in the accompanying article are still around today, but those are certainly not the dominant type of rate fence that hotels use. Rate fences can be physical or non-physical in nature and represent the reason why customers pay different rates.

Physical rate fences include room type, view (e.g., ocean or city skyline), room location (e.g., which floor), presence of amenities (e.g., concierge level versus run-of-house or business rooms equipped with high-speed internet access and fax machines). As the authors pointed out, some physical rate fences, most notably room type, can lead to reduced revenue since only so many of a particular room type exist.

Non-physical rate fences include customer characteristics, transaction characteristics, and consumption characteristics. Rate fences based on customer characteristics restrict discounting in the hotel industry. The hotel industry is gradually catching on to this revenue-enhancing technique.
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A Change in Reservation Policies?

I teach a course in revenue management at Cornell, and every semester my students conduct an informal pricing study of several large hotel chains in major cities. The students are given the dates of travel and are directed to try to obtain a lower rate by asking the simple question, “Do you have anything lower?” I also ask the students to change the nature of their request (e.g., “I’m making a reservation for my boss” versus “I’m making a reservation for my family”), and I ask international students to adopt a thick accent and play the “I’m new to your country and don’t know how things work” game.

My students and I have been doing this same exercise for over ten years, and I have seen considerable changes in the past two to three years. Whereas five or more years ago, students typically obtained discounts of 50 percent or more by simply asking for a lower rate, in the past few years, most hotel chains have adopted the rational-pricing approach advocated by Hanks, Cross, and Noland. The students still ask the “do you have anything lower?” question, but rather than automatically being offered a lower rate, they are asked various questions designed to determine whether they qualify for a discounted rate.

As refreshing as the transition to rational pricing is, unfortunately, some things haven’t changed. International-sounding students are often quoted higher rates than American-sounding students, and students calling to make a reservation for a fictitious boss are quoted higher rates than when they call to make a reservation for their hypothetical family. The ethics of these practices are certainly questionable, and if customers became aware of such rate quotes, dissatisfaction would surely occur.—S.E.K.

It behooves a hotel (or, for that matter, any business) to design its rate fences carefully, thoroughly train its reservations and front-desk employees, and ensure that its rate fences are integrated with its reservation system. Well-designed rate fences offer hotels the opportunity to customize their rates to better meet customer needs while at the same time increase revenue.


Sheryl E. Kimes, Ph.D., is a professor at the Cornell University School of Hotel Administration.